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INTRODUCTION 
A fundamental result in the theory of real Hilbert spaces is that every closed 
subspace is the range of a norm-l projection and hence the space is repre- 
sentable as (is isometrically isomorphic to) P(S) for some set 5’. A related 
result is that every rotation is a linear isometry onto and every isometry 
onto consists of a translation composed with a rotation. 
Neither of these result holds for L9 spaces where p # 2. Murray and von 
Neumann [6] exhibit noncomplemented subspaces of Lp spaces. Results of 
Ando [2] show that for an Lp over a totally finite measure algebra, a subspace 
is the range of a norm- 1 projection iff it is linearly isometric to an LP. Examina- 
tion of 2-dimensional L” reveals that not all rotations are linear isometries. 
In this paper we study the extent to which these results can be generalized 
to real Lf’ spaces. The fundamental tool in this study is P(LP), the complete 
Boolean algebra of L” projection on LP [7]. Section 1 contains necessary back- 
ground information on representation theorems for real L* spaces. Section 2 
characterizes P(Ln) as the strong closure of the algebra of characteristic 
projections. Section 3 shows that every linear isometry onto LP is associated 
with an isomorphism of P(Lp). The same technique can be used to show that 
homomorphisms of P(Le) dualize to isometries into [9] and thus generalize 
the results of Ando. Section 4 characterizes the spaces P(S) as those for 
which the algebra of LY projections is atomic and shows that every L” can be 
decomposed into an atomic part and a nonatomic part. 
1. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 
Let X be a real Banach space; p a fixed real number 1 <p < co, p # 2; 
and let x, y E X. The vectors x and y are said to be L’-orthogonal iff 
11 x + y 118 = 11 x (1~ + II y 11~. A projection E on X is an L’ projection iff Ex 
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is LP orthogonal to (I-E) x for all x E X. Let P(X) denote the set of all LP- 
projections on X. If Clarkson’s inequality [2] for p holds for pairs of vectors 
in X then P(X) is commutative and a complete Boolean algebra of norm- 1 pro- 
jections [7, 81. Here E <F iff EF = FE = E. The function Ah(E) 3 /I Ex /jp 
defines a totally finite completely additive measure on P(X) for each x E X. 
Since we will be dealing with Lp spaces these conditions will always hold. 
A vector u E X is called an L”-unit for X if span{Eu, E E P(X)} is dense 
in X. In this case X is linearly isometric to L”(S, Z, m) where S is the Stone 
space of P(X), Z the Z-field generated by the closed-open subsets of S and 
m(E) = // Eu IID. Th e isometry is given by ZAiEiu -+ ,ZhixEi . A space with an 
L”-unit is the prototype of an LJ’ space over a totally finite measure algebra, 
because if the set S has finite measure then xs is an Lp unit. 
For arbitrary x E X, cl(span{Ex, E E P(X)}) is called the cycle generated 
by x and is denoted by S, . S, is clearly isometric to an Lp by the above 
results. P(X) is said to be fine enough if each S, is the range of an Lp pro- 
jection and in this case a maximal decomposition of X into disjoint cycles 
gives a representation as the external direct sum of Lp spaces. Another condi- 
tion equivalent to “fine enough” is that each projection which commutes 
with P(X) belongs to P(X), because smoothness implies that S, is the range 
of a unique norm-l projection which commutes with P(X) [7]. 
2. LP PROJECTIONS IN Lp SPACES 
Let L”(S, 2, p) be a real Lp (p # 2) w h ere S is a set, Z a u-field of subsets 
of S and p a measure on .Z. Let 2 be the u-ideal of measure zero sets. If 
E E C then clearly the function f + xEf is an LD projection on Ls(S, 2, p). 
Such a projection is called a characteristic projection. If p(E1 AEJ = 0 then 
for all f, 1) xE,f - XE,f // = 0 so that effectively we are dealing with Z/Z. 
The characteristic projection complementary to xE is f -+ xSiEf. Let C(P) 
denote the u-algebra of characteristic projections then C(Lp) C P(LP). We 
shall show that P(Lp) is the closure of C(Lp) in the strong operator topology. 
LEMMA 1. Every nonzero LP-projection dominates a characteristic projection. 
Proof. Let F be a nonzero LP projection. Since F is nonzero there exists an 
f, f # 0 such that Ff = f. Let S, be the cycle generated by f. Then if 
h = &,Ei f, Fh = ZqFEi f = h so that S, CF[LD] because F[Lp] is closed. 
Let N(f) = the support of f (N( f) will a so 1 denote the characteristic 
projection associated with this set). We shall show that N(f) [L*] = S, so 
that N(f) <F. 
Clearly N(f) [L”] > S, because N(f) f = f, also g E N(f) [La] iff g EL” 
and N(g) _C A’( f ). If N(g) C N(f) then g = 1 im ,Z’CQX~, where Ei C N(g) C N(f) 
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and CL(&) < + co. Therefore, we need only show xE E S, whenever E C N(f) 
and p(E) -=c + co. 
We assume thatf is non-negative because N(f) = N(If I). Let 
Ei” =f-1 [i$, +) , i = 1, 2,..., 2%; 
and 
En ES 2; E,” = f -l[O, n). 
i=l 
Note that for m > n and K fixed k < 2% we have @=r Ei”’ C &, Ein, while 
Em 1 En. Finally we have N(f) C_ (Jo=, En. Let 
We have that fn E S, and we shall show 
XEESf’ 
For each n we have 
that lim I( XE - fn jj* = 0 so that 
II XE -fn II* = 1 I XE -fn IP 4 
p+1 
= 
XEnEy - - EEi”f I* dp + /L(E\E”) 2i - 1 
because the Ein’s are pair wise disjoint, hence 
II XE -fn II* GE (2i L 1)p 4-E n Ei”) + p(E\B”). 
Now since E C N(f) we have for each k that lim E n (Ur=, Et”) = + because 
lim, & Ezn = f -r(O) and the (Jlr E,“‘B are decreasing with n. Hence 
because p(E) < + 00. Because p > 1, CL1 1/(2i - l)P < C 00. Hence, 
given E > 0 choose M so large that 
il (2i -! 1)~ < 3ptE) 
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and N > M large enough that 
p(EngEi”‘) <-$ and ,u(E\@)<$. 
Then clearly 11 xE -fN IlP < E andf, ---f xE as required. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The above lemma also shows that for any L” (p + 2) P(Lp) is 
fine enough. 
COROLLARY 2. Every LP-projection is the supremum of the characteristic 
projections it dominates. 
By the regular completion of a Boolean algebra A we mean the complete 
algebra of regular open sets in the Stone space of A. Halmos [3] shows that 
the regular completion of a Boolean algebra is a minimal completion and 
hence unique up to isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3. P(LP) is isomorphic to the regular completion of C(Lp). 
Proof. Corollary 2 implies that P(L ) P is a minimal completion of C(L*). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. P(Lp) is the closure of C(LP) in the strong operator topology. 
Proof. Corollary 2 implies that P(LP) C Cl(C(LP)). 
Let T E Cl(C(Lp)). Then there exists a net {e,} in C(Lp) such that 
Tf = lim, e, f for each f E LP. Clearly T commutes with P(Lp). - 
For each 01 let E, = &>a e, and let E = Va & . Completeness implies that 
& and E are in P(LP). We shall show that T = .i? so that Cl(C(Lp)) C P[Lp) as 
required. 
Suppose i?f = 0 then 
f~~~-~)[L~l=(I--~~~~~)[~~l=~~-~~~~)~~~l OL 
= I) 8ym(l - 59) PI = n cl BQJ(' - 4 rL"l . a t L 1) 
Thus, for each OL and E > 0, there exists a/? > 01 and g E (I - e,) [LPI such 
that /If -g 11 < E. However, 
llf - 8 II = llf - (1 - edg II = II e8 II Ilf - (1 - edg II t II eef II . 
Hence Tf = 0 also. 
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Clearly Ti& = ,!& for each (Y and so Tg = E. Therefore, 
T--E= T- Ti?= T(I--)=O, and T = i?. 
Q.E.D. 
3. ISOMETRIES OF D'-SPACES 
As was mentioned earlier, a space with an LP-unit is linearly isometric to 
a totally finite L’-space. However, there exists nontotally finite Lp’s having 
an Lp-unit. For example, in the space 1% of p-summable sequences, the 
functionf= (1, 4, &, Q ,..., p ,... ), is an Lp-unit. This is a consequence of the 
fact that values of the underlying measure are not an invariant of Lp-spaces. 
In this section we show that P(LP) is an invariant in the sense that Lip is 
linearly isometric to L2P iff P(L 1P is isomorphic to P(L,*). A simple application )
of the theorem of Mazur [5] shows that every isometry onto Lp consists of a 
translation composed with a linear isometry induced by a Boolean isomor- 
phism. 
The only if part of the above statement is clear and so we proceed to 
establish the isometry in the case in which the algebras are isomorphic. 
LEMMA 5. If X and x’ are real Banach spaces having LP-units and if 
P(X) and P(X’) are isomorphic then X and x’ are linearly isometric. 
Proof. Let u, u’ be the LP units of X and X’ respectively and let 9 be the 
isomorphism from P(X) to P(X’). 
Since X’ has an L”-unit there is a linear isometry T : L*(s’, 27, m’) -+ X’ 
where m/(9(E)) = 11 Y(E) u’ jjp defines the measure. The function 
%(9(E)) = ]I Eu j/P also defines a measure on Z’ and iii < m’ since u’ is an 
La-unit and 4 is an isomorphism. From the Radon-Nikodym Theorem, there 
exists an f EL~(S’, Z’, m’), f 3 0 a.e. such that 
II Eu lip = %VN = Jyc,, f dm’. 
Since f > 0, a.e. and f E L1; f l/p E Lp. Let F = T( f l/P). 
We define a map Y : X + x’ by Y(xEu) = M(E) F. We have 
II WWII” = II ~(W II” = I X lp II T-WV)llp = I h P’ II xm.F IF’ 
= / X IP JxcE) f dm’ = ( X 12, IIEu lip = II AEu /12). 
Since f >, 0 a.e. F is an L”-unit in X’ and Y extends to a linear isometry from 
Xonto x’. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 6. If X and Y are real Banach spaces where X has an LP unit and 
P(Y) isjne enough; and P(X) is isomorphic to P(Y), then X and Y are linearly 
isometric. 
Proof. Let 9 denote the isomorphism from P(X) to P(Y). Since P(Y) 
is fine enough Y = ZSy, where each Sy, is the range of an Ln-projection, 
E,’ and the E,“s are pair wise disjoint. Consider the projection E, = &l(E,‘). 
X has an Ln-unit, u, so E,[X] has an LP-unit E,u; i.e. EJX] = SnaU. Since 
P(X) is isomorphic to P(Y), E, n P(X) is isomorphic to E,’ n P(Y) and by 
the previous lemma there is a linear isometry T, : SEaU -+ Sy, . 
Let ye’ = T,(E,u). Clearly ye’ is also an Lp-unit in Sy, so Sy,’ = Sy, . Let 
u’ = zj,‘. The sum makes sense because for any finite set of indices 
i Ilr:, 11’ = i II -&p II’ = /I v Eaiu 11’ d II u II’. 
i=l i=l 
Clearly u’ is an Lp-unit in Y and from the previous lemma X and Y are linearly 
isometric. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. If X and Y are real Banach spaces where P(X) and P(Y) 
are both fine enough, and P(X) and P(Y) are isomorphic; then X and Y are 
linearly isometric. 
Proof. Since P(X) is fine enough X = ZSx, . Let j denote the isomor- 
phism and let E,’ zz 9(E,) where E, is the LP projection with range Sx, . 
If Ma’ is the range of E,’ then Sx, is linearly isometric to M,’ as in the previous 
lemma. Since 3 is an isomorphism Y = ZM,’ so that X and Y are linearly 
isometric. Q.E.D. 
4. THE SPACES P(S) 
It is clear from Lemma 1 that for any set S, P(ZP(S)) is isomorphic to 
2s- the atomic Boolean algebra of all subsets of S. Theorem 7 shows that an 
LP is linearly isometric to an P(S) iff P(L ) P is isomorphic to 2s for some set S. 
In this section we shall give an explicit construction of the set S and also 
obtain some results about finite dimensional P-subspaces. 
LEMMA 8. If P(X) is @se enough and a E P(X) is a Boolean atom then 
a [X] is one-dimensional. 
Proof. Since a is an atom a # 0. Hence, for some x E X, x # 0 we have 
a(x) = x. From the assumption that P(X) is fine enough we have that S, is an 
L” subspace. Hence, let e, E P(X) where e,[X] = S, . Clearly ep < a because 
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x E u[X]. However x # 0, and since a is an atom, a = e, . Thus for all 
YE-T 
a(y) = e,(y) = lim z;\,gEix = lim Z;\,yE,a(x) = lim Z&z(x), 
where Xiv is linear in y, and where 
qy’ ii y=; 
, z 
But U(X) = x, so lim Z&u(~) = lim Z&x = lim(Z&) x = cx for some real c. 
Hence u[Xj = span(x) and u[X] is one dimensional. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9. IfP(X) ’ ji 2s ne enough and un atomic Boolean algebra, then X 
is linearly isometric to F(A) where A is the set of atoms of P(X). 
Proof. For each a E A we have, from the preceding lemma, that a[X] 
is one dimensional. Thus there exists a U, E X, // u, /I = 1 and a(y) = Xa,y~, 
for all y E X. Here A,,, is a unique real number with 1 Au, y 1 = 11 u(y)\1 . 
Define a mapping T : X + ID(A) by T(y) (a) = A,,, . Then for any finite set 
{aI, a2 ,..., 4 C A 
i I T(Y) (4” = 2 I haiy ID = $I II ai(~W’, 
and since for i # j, aiai = 0, 
:I II 4y>ll” = I! (gI ui) (Y) (1’ d II Y II? 
so that T is well defined. Moreover, since P(X) is atomic I = VaEA a so that 
II y II9 = II Iy lip = !j (V a) y jjp = zA II 4yW 
LXGA 
from Corollary 1.8; and 
az II 4r)llp = az I Aa, y lp = ,z I T(Y) @>lp = II T(Y)II~. 
Hence, T is norm preserving and we need only show that it is linear and onto 
to establish the theorem. 
For y, a E X and a E A, u(y) = Aa,r~, and a(z) = X,,,u, where A,,, and 
A,,, are unique because u[Xj is one dimensional. Furthermore 
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SO 
T(Y) (4 + W) (4 = T(Y + 4 (4 
Finally iff E P(A) then consider the sum X~ = xoEnf(a) u, . This is well 
defined because the a’s are pairwise disjoint, so for any finite sum 
Now for any SE A, clearly a(~~) =f(a)u,-. Hence T(x,) (a) =f(ki) and 
T(x,) = f. Therefore X and P(A) are linearly isometric. Q.E.D. 
A projection E E P(X) is said to be a molecule if it is a finite union of 
atoms. 
LEMMA 10. If E E P(X) and P(X) is ji ne enough then E is a molecule iff 
E[X] is Jinite dimensional. 
Proof. If E is a molecule then clearly E[X] is finite dimensional. Conver- 
sely if E[X] is finite dimensional let {x(r), x@),..., xcn)) be a basis for E[X]. 
Since P(X) is fine enough we have 
E[X] = S,(1) V S,(z) V S,(a) V --a V S,(a) . 
Now for each i, S,+, C E[X], hence 
S,o) = span{E,x@),..., E,,@)) 
where the Ej can be taken disjoint and m < n. Let E,w be the projection 
onto S,,i, . Then for y E X 
Ez(i,(y) = 5 +FIx:” and E,Ezcij(y) = h.yEjx”). .I 
j=l 
Thus EjEzri, is an atom and E,w is a molecule so that E is a molecule. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11. If P(X) is fine enough then X is linearly isometric to 
P(S) @L”. Here P(L p is atomless and P’(S) is isometric to the closure of the ) 
union of all finite dimensional Lp-subspaces of X. 
Proof. Let A be the set of atoms of P(X), and let EA = VaGA a. Then 
X = E,[X] @ (I - EA) [X] and the result follows from Lemma 10 and 
Theorem 9. Q.E.D. 
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